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**About Chess - Play & Learn**

The App Chess - Play & Learn allows players to play chess on the go against millions of players

worldwide. In addition, players can use helpful lessons and instructional videos to improve their

chess rating.

The App Chess - Play & Learn gives you the chance to play chess against millions of players from

all around the world. In addition, the app helps you to improve your chess skills by providing

helpful lessons from chess grandmasters and instructional videos. In addition, you can access

over 50,000 tactical puzzles and have your games analyzed to avoid mistakes in future games.

You can either play against real players or against a chess computer, where the strength can be

adjusted individually by you.

**Chess - Play & Learn: Functions**

- Play Chess: The App Chess - Play & Learn allows you to play chess against millions of players

from all around the world. You can challenge either your friends or unknown players and compete

against them in exciting real-time blitz. You also have the possibility of playing a round of

correspondence chess once a day. While you only have a limited amount of time to think about

each move in blitz, you can think longer about each move in correspondence games. If you do not

want to compete against real opponents, you also have a special chess computer available. The

special thing about this chess computer is that you can adapt the strength of the computer to your

abilities.

- Improve your skills: The app does not only offer you the possibility to play exciting chess games,

but also to improve your chess rating. For this you have numerous lessons and instructional

videos of chess grandmasters available, in which, for example, moves or special games are

explained to you. Interactive educational videos also help you to connect theory and practice.

- Tactical puzzles: In addition to instructional videos and lessons from chess grandmasters, you'll

also find over 50,000 tactical puzzles in the app. These puzzles, which are also designed to

improve your chess rating, automatically adjust to your level. That’s why the puzzles achieve

success even later.

- Practice openings: A good opening is crucial for a successful chess game. For this reason, the

app has a large database in which you will find numerous openings.

Conclusion: Chess - Play & Learn is not only for chess professionals, but also for beginners of

chess interesting because the app offers numerous lessons, instructional videos and a chess

computer that can be adapted to your skills.


